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Abstract

The eddy currents induced in a thin sheet of variable conductivity by a sinusoidally varying
primary magnetic field are investigated in the low frequency limit when the depth of
penetration of the primary field is much greater than the thickness of the sheet. The
problem is formulated in terms of a set of integro-differential equations. The method of
solution is applicable to bodies with arbitrary planar shape and the result is particularly
useful in inverse problems involving bodies with conductivity inhomogeneities.

1. Introduction

The electromagnetic response of a thin conducting sheet in the low-frequency limit
when the depth of penetration of the primary magnetic field is much greater than the
thickness of the sheet is of interest in a number of branches of geophysics including
atmospheric physics and geophysical exploration.

Maxwell [8] solved the problem for a uniform sheet of infinite extent. Extensions
to uniform sheets of finite extent are given in [1,3,6,10,11] and to nonuniform sheets
of infinite extent in Price [9], and Ashour and Price [2]. In all these treatments the
eddy-current density is assumed to be constant across the thickness of the sheet.

In the present paper, a perturbation scheme is set up in terms of a small parameter,
S, which is the ratio of the thickness of the sheet to its lateral extent. The governing
equations for the zero and first order potentials due to the induced currents in a sheet
with variable conductivity are obtained. The zero order equations agree with that
derived by Price [9]. The first order solution will, in general exhibit variations in the
eddy-current density across the sheet [4]. It is shown that the problem can be recast
in terms of an integro-differential equation which can be solved successively for the
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268 D. G. Hurley and P. F. Siew [2]

zero and first order solutions. Some numerical examples are given.

2. Basic equations

Consider a thin plane sheet of material of thickness 2d, and let Oxyz be a set of
rectangular axes with Oxy lying in the plane of symmetry of the sheet. The sheet
of conductivity o(x, y) is assumed to be surrounded by vacuum in which there is a
sinusoidally varying primary magnetic field H(p) exp(/a>0- If H is the total magnetic
field with corresponding induction B, then, neglecting displacement currents, the
governing equations outside the sheet are

V B = 0 and V x H = 0, (2.1)

where H = H(p) + H(J> is composed of the primary field and a secondary field H(l)

due to currents induced in the conductor, and a time variation expO'&tf) is assumed
throughout. Inside the sheet the corresponding equations are

V x E = -icoB, V • B = 0, V x H = crE, (2.2)

where E is the electric field. Taking the curl of the last of (2.2), gives

V2H + Vo- x E = ifiacoH, (2.3)

where H = [Hx, Hy, H2]-

Equations (2.1) imply the the existence of a scalar potential 4> such that

H(I) = -V<D, V2<D = 0. (2.4)

We assume that the lateral extent of the sheet and the length scales for variations in its
conductivity and variations in the amplitude of H(p) are each of order L and introduce
the small parameter

8 = d/L. (2.5)

The analysis from this point on is similar to that reported in Hurley and Siew [4],
which we will refer to as Problem I. One difference from Problem I is that now the
conductivity is a function of x and y, and using E as a representative value of a, we
now define the induction number as

a = fiEcodL. (2.6)

Proceeding as in Section 3 of Problem I, we first consider the inner region which is
the interior of the sheet. Here we use the variables

x' = x/L, y' = y/L, z' = z/d, h* = H
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where 3%" is a representative value of the primary field. Dropping the asterisks we
assume

h = h(0) + 8hm + S2h<2) + • • • (2.7)

and find that instead of (3.11) and (3.12) therein we now have

h(0) = z'C + D, (2.8)

hC) = iaa I y [f<0) + D] + y C J + z'F + G

3/T Art 1 .

(2.9)

where C, D, F and G are vector-valued functions of*' and y' (whose components we
denote by suffices) which are arbitrary at this stage, and k is the unit vector in the Oz
direction.

We again take the outer region to be that outside the sheet, and here we use the
variables

X = x' = x/L, Y = y' = y/L, Z = z/L, W = H/Jff, (2.10)

and the asterisk will be dropped in the subsequent analysis. We replace H(p)(X, Y, Z)
by its Taylor expansion about Z = 0, giving

H ( p ) ( X , Y, Z) = f < 0 ) ( X , Y) + Z t x \ X , Y) + ---, (2.11)

3"1H(p)

where fm\X, Y) = ~ (*> >̂ 0)» ̂ d again assume an expansion in the form
o ZJ

<t> = <J>(0) + 54>(1) -\ . (2.12)

Matching across the interfaces (Hx, Hy, — - and Bz must be continuous), we obtain
aZ

the boundary condition for the zeroth order terms as

where the suffixes ± denote limiting values as the plane Z = 0 is approached from
r A o -i

above or below respectively, V2 denotes the vector operator — , — , l/X. is the
|_OA oY \

magnetic permeability nondimensionalized with respect to its value in free space.
Equation (2.13) is the boundary condition obtained by Price [9], and it can be shown
that <t>(0) is an odd function in Z. For the first order terms, we again take

0<1£> + 0<IO\ (2.14)
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where 0( l £ ) is an even function in Z and satisfies the same boundary conditions as the
corresponding function in Problem I, namely

( 2 1 5 )
dz

while </»(10) is an odd function in Z and satisfies the boundary condition

dZ2

Our problem is now the determination of three harmonic functions, <I>(0), </>(1£) and
0(io) satisfying the boundary conditions given by (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16) respectively.
We note that, with a trivial rearrangement of terms, (2.13) and (2.16) are similar in
form and hence, little extra effort is required to obtain the first order correction to the
potential that is odd in Z once a method of solution has been found for the zero order
case.

3. The integro-differential equations

It is more convenient to work in terms of the integrated current density defined by

I = J jdz', (3.1)

where I = [/,, Iy, 0] and I = I(0) + <5I(1) -\ . The expressions for the zero and first
order terms for I as given by (4.8) and (4.9) in Problem I are still valid for the present
case and are reproduced below.

[ dY dx J

and

I(1) = 2 |^,-^,0 | , (3.3)

where
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Introducing the stream potentials U(X, Y), and V(X, Y) [12] satisfying

I(O) = V x [ 0 , 0 , t / ( X J ) ] (3.5)

and
I<!> = V x [0,0, V(X, Y)]. (3.6)

Equations (3.2) and (3.5) imply

32<D(0)

V x I(0) = 2-^-k = -V 2 t /k . (3.7)

Equations (2.13), (3.5) and (3.7) now yield

1 / a<b(0)\
V2U - - V2a • V2U = 2iaak[ /2

(0) - ^ - ± - . (3.8)
o \ aZ I

It can be shown that any potential function (f> may be given in terms of its distribution
on the surface of the sheet [5, Section 6.093], and a little manipulation allows us to
write

(r - r') • Vd>

where S denotes the surface of the sheet and r and r' are the position vectors of the
observation and source points respectively. Hence, using this, (3.2) and (3.5), the
integro-differential equation for U is given by

V2[/ - - V 2 a • V2C/ = 2iaoX\ /2
(0) -

a \

and given the conductivity distribution, the stream potential can be calculated. The
integro-differential equation is similar in form to that treated by the authors elsewhere
[10,11].

Repeating the analysis now for the first order potential V, (3.3) leads to

(
= -V2V. (3.11)

Use of (2.16) now gives

-V 2 V = V2<x • V24>f + liaok-^—
a dZ
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Using (3.3) to substitute for —-— and —-— and then using (3.9) we obtain for V
aX oY

the integro-differential equation

1 / f f (r-r1) VV \
V 2 V - - V 2 a - V 2 V = 2 / a a A [ g + / / \ dS), (3.13)

o \ J Js 47r|r-r'|3 J
where

*= (si" V I Z *

We see that (3.10) and (3.13) are similar so that the same method of solution can be
employed for both the zero order and first order potentials that are odd functions of z.

4. Solution methods

Equation (2.15) and Gauss's Theorem show that 0(1£) is the potential of a dis-

tribution of magnetic poles on the plane Z = 0 of strength —(1 — l/k)fz
w, so

2n
that

dy'. (4.1)
(jc _ ^ 2 + ( y _ y)2

</>(1£) is also the magnetic response of the sheet to the primary field and is not due to
the induced eddy current in the conducting sheet.

Unless the conductor contains a substantial proportion of ferro-magnetic material,
its permeability is close to that of free-space [7, page 106]. We therefore take k = 1
so that </>(l£) is zero and only the first term of g remains in (3.14). However, the
solution for <J>(0) and $(1O) is still far from simple, the actual method to be used being
influenced by the body shape and lateral extent of the sheet. Price [9] has considered
the zeroth order solution in the time domain for infinite sheets and spherical shells
for various conductivity distributions. When the sheet is of finite extent there is no
analytic method that can handle both a prescribed conductivity profile and a finite
geometry. Recourse has to be made to numerical techniques.

In our analysis here, we have tacitly assumed that the conductivity is representable
by a nonzero differentiable function of position over the conducting sheet S with
derivatives of O(E/L). If the conductivity in 5 tends to zero at the edge, a straight
forward method would be to enclose the conductor by an arbitrary large rectangle over
which a regular mesh may be imposed. On points of the rectangle outside S, both U
and V satisfy Laplace's equation and it is easy to deduce that U = 0 = V outside
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S. The same method would work if the surrounding medium has constant nonzero
conductivity a0 say, provided that the conductivity distribution on 5 is continuous
across the edge. In this case the second term in each of (3.10) and (3.13) vanish and
the integral equations will be different inside the arbitrary rectangle depending on
whether the point is in 5 or not. When the conductivity does not tend to that of the
surrounding medium at the edge of the sheet, the above method will not work since
the gradient of a will not be defined at the edge, thus violating one of the assumptions
under which the perturbation scheme is derived. Moreover, spurious currents of
potentially large magnitudes will be introduced wherever the discontinuity in a is
large. In this case, it is necessary to solve for U and V over S only. Lamontagne and
West [6] did this for the zeroth order solution over a rectangular plate with constant
conductivity and their results compared very well with those obtained from scale
model experiments in air. Recently, Siew [10] used a numerical technique to solve
(3.10) for the case of constant conductivity. In that paper, the surface of a plane
sheet of arbitrary shape is first mapped onto a unit square. Thus, in the transformed
%r) -plane say, the sheet always occupies the region 0 < £ < 1 , 0 < » J < 1 . The
numerically fitted set of curvilinear coordinates in the XT-plane corresponds to a
regular mesh in the § rj-plane. Next, a cubature for U is used inside the double integral
which is then solved using a Gauss-Legendre scheme. Finite differences were used to
approximate the Laplacian on the left hand side and the resulting system of equations
was then solved by LU-factorization together with a sequence of mesh refinements.
The scheme is readily adaptable to the case of variable conductivity. Provided the
distribution a(X, Y) is known, the left hand side of (3.10) and (3.13) can still be
replaced by a finite difference scheme. An advantage is that the same numerical
procedure can be used for both the leading order and the first order equations (that is,
for U and V). We will not repeat the numerical details here, but the above method
will be used to produce some numerical results for the case of variable conductivity.
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FIGURE 1. Stream potential maps for a uniform inducing field with conductivity given by (4.2). Zero
contour on boundaries. Contours in steps of -0 .004 . (a) Inphase component, (b) Quadrature component.
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Figure 1 shows a thin sheet whose right hand boundary is given by the curve with
equation x = 2 + 0.5 cos(7rj/2). This sheet is first mapped onto the unit square in the
transform i-r) space. For convenience, we have assumed a conductivity distribution
given by

(4.2)

Taking a = 5, the zeroth order stream potential maps due to a uniform primary
magnetic field are shown. Using 8 — 0.1, the first order correction leaves the potential
maps qualitatively unchanged. Figure 2 shows the corresponding vertical components
of the^nduced magnetic field along a line of traverse from the point (-2, 1, 0.2) to
(4.5, 1, 0.2) in physical space. The horizontal scale 5 measures distance from the
initial point along the line of traverse, which passes over the sheet from s=2 to s=4.
As expected, the measured field picks up the edges of the sheet quite clearly. On the
other hand, the responses do not mirror the conductivity variation in the sheet.
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FIGURE 2. Vertical components of the induced magnetic field due to a uniform primary field for the
conductivity distribution given by (4.2). The horizontal scale 5 measures distances along the path of
traverse from (-2, 1, 0.2) to (4.5, 1, 0.2). The left hand edge of the sheet corresponds to .$ = 2. {I1,Q1}
and {I2,Q2( denote the inphase and quadrature components correct to zero and first order respectively.
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1.5 2 . 5

FIGURE 3. Conductivity contours.

In Figure 3, we consider a near rectangular shape with rounded ends where a
conductivity distribution as shown is assumed. The actual contours are produced
from prescribed values of the conductivity at the grid points of a 20 x 20 mesh
covering the sheet. The inhomogeneity may be due to say, patches of clay in a lateritic
deposit. Figure 4 gives the zeroth order stream potential maps, while Figure 5 gives
the vertical components of the induced magnetic field. Here we have taken a = 3 and
5 = 0.1.
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FIGURE 4. Stream potential maps for a uniform inducing field with conductivity distribution as given
in Figure 3. Zero contour on boundaries. Contours in steps of —0.005. (a) Inphase component, (b)
Quadrature component.
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FIGURE 5. Vertical components of the induced magnetic field due to a uniform primary field for the
conductivity distribution of Figure 3. The horizontal scale s measures distances along the path of traverse
from (-2, 1, 0.2) to (4.5, 1,0.2). The response over the sheet corresponds to 2 < s < 4.5. {I1,Q1} and
{I2,Q2J denote the inphase and quadrature components correct to zero and first order respectively.

A comparison of Figures 2 and 5 shows that there is little qualitative discrimination
for the different conductivity contrast of the two examples used. A better picture of
the variation in conductivity may be obtained by using an oscillating dipole source
with a coincident receiving coil. The result is shown in Figure 6, where we have used
the same traverse path over the second sheet. Now the inphase component of the
induced field seems to pick up the variation in the conductivity quite well.

5. Discussion

We have presented a method whereby the electromagnetic responses due to bod-
ies which are large in lateral extent compared to their thickness can be calculated
numerically. The method allows us to compute the zeroth order as well as the first
order correction efficiently for bodies with any prescribed conductivity contrast and
a wide range of geometry. The peaks in the induced vertical magnetic field give a
rough indication of the boundary of the body which is useful for the inverse prob-
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-4-

FIGURE 6. Vertical components of the leading induced magnetic field due to a coincident transmitting
and receiving coil for the conductivity distribution of Figure 3. The horizontal scale s measures distances
along the path of traverse from (—2, 1, 0.2) to (4.5, 1, 0.2). The response over the sheet corresponds to
2 < s < 4.5. — Inphase component. ++ Quadrature component.

lem. Conductivity contrasts in the sheet may be picked up qualitatively by use of a
coincident transmitting and receiving coil to traverse the sheet. The result suggests
that a possible application is in the area of the detection of flaws in bodies of wide
lateral expanse. In the geophysical context we have assumed here that the body is
surrounded by vacuum so that the method is valid when the surrounding medium is
not magnetic or highly conducting.
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